
 
 
 
          David Edmonds 

7906 129th Place SE 
Newcastle, WA  98059 
206-409-9417 
davidtedmonds@comcast.net !
March 25, 2014 !!!

Dear Jules,  !
 Thank you for all your work and for sending to those of us here in “M” your concerns from the 
“L”-affected residents. Wherever we can find common ground, I think our voices will be stronger when 
dealing with PSE. We also agree that PSE is using a “divide and conquer” strategy that has every 
prospect of succeeding if we let them get away with it. !
 There was a meeting of the Olympus Home Owners Association last night where we got some 
input from members of our community who have devoted their energies and expertise to seek answers 
to several thorny legal and technical questions that I am sure are on everybody’s minds. This group in 
our HOA includes a retired lawyer (Larry Johnson) who is working with an attorney in Kirkland 
experienced in energy and environmental law; a scientist who has 35 years experience in 
Environmental Impact Statements (EISs) and former mayor of Newcastle (Jean Garber); a civil 
engineer (Clyde Moore) who has a lot of insight into the technical problems associated with any heavy 
construction and maintenance along the Olympic Pipeline Company’s pipelines, as well as insights into 
the numerous technical obstacles and serious safety issues if the proposed project is built along M, 
regardless of how the power lines might be located; and a dedicated activist (Sue Stronk) who has 
doggedly challenged PSE on their PR methods and evasive answers. What this group that includes me 
is doing is still a work in progress, and like many others, we are still waiting for answers to specific 
questions that PSE has yet to answer. !
 I think it safe to say that persons who will be affected by the proposed PSE project still don’t 
have enough information to make informed decisions on alternatives and strategies. Also, key events 
that will force PSE to be more specific and detailed about their plans have yet to occur. Such key events 
include the Notice of Scoping, a formal document that is required by the State Environmental Policy 
Act (SEPA), where citizen comments in response to that scoping notice become important, for at least 
two reasons: 1) PSE will have to explain why the scope is sufficient or why important features are 
missing; and 2) in the event it becomes necessary to sue PSE for an inadequate or insufficient scoping, 
it is my understanding that only those who raised objections through the comment process have 
“standing” to bring a lawsuit. People can differ over the desirability of lawsuits, but things like timely 
objection in the form of “comment letters” keep that option on the table. Another key event will occur 
when PSE issues its EIS on this project, which may also require EISs on alternative sites it considered 



as well but rejected. There may be other moments of leverage in this process, but these two stick out. !
 On the legal front, Larry should be able to report back to us by next week what PSE’s 
potentially greatest legal vulnerabilities might be according to him and the other lawyer. Two issues are 
being given special attention and research at the moment: First, PSE’s tariff language may be legally 
indefensible, where a provision PSE relies on to preempt cost-sharing from municipalities for such 
things as under-grounding power lines unreasonably narrows the municipalities’ option to politically 
unattractive Local Improvement Districts, whereby only the “specially affected” (i.e., people living 
along the power lines) would pay for any needed added feature outside PSE’s project plan. Second, the  
easements for the current PSE power lines in Olympus date back to 1929, when there were no houses at 
all here. Now PSE wants to double the power and put in bigger, taller and heavier poles. The legal 
question is whether that amounts to “overburdening” current easements such that PSE will have to 
update and pay for them or face injunctions for trespass if they don’t. And like L, the current easements 
are not wide enough to safely and competently build the pylons and wires, and in addition we have in 
Olympus pervasive bedrock close to the surface that will be impossible to drill through and “settle” 
large cement foundations into without massive vibrations that could not only cause damage to houses 
but possibly rupture the same pipeline that ruptured in Bellingham in 1999 that killed three youths and 
caused major property damage.  !
 I cannot see how either L or M can pass SEPA muster when the time comes, but if the powers 
that be approve one or the other anyway, then there is still the prospect of administrative hearings and 
lawsuits tying this whole thing up for years. Not a pleasant prospect, but it is by that route that other 
projects like this one were either significantly curtailed or stopped altogether.  !
 On the technical front, we simply don’t know enough. This Thursday some of our resident 
experts and I will meet with Mark Rigos, Public Works Director for Newcastle, Lowell Rogers from 
Power Engineering, and Cody Olsen and Jackson Taylor from PSE to discuss the technical and 
engineering feasibility of placing power lines underground, either in L or M. I will let you know what 
they have to say. Also, through its Project Manager, Kim West, the Olympic Pipeline Company has 
gone on record as preferring L over M because of safety and operational concerns. We have tried to get 
her to meet with us to discuss the pipeline safety issues further, but it looks like OPC wants to send a 
PR person instead. 	
!
 On the policy front, we anticipate forwarding a petition to the City of Newcastle Council 
opposing the project, and looking at ways in which we can force at the state-wide level greater 
rationalization and integration of power resources. PSE’s first choice for the project was to share 
Seattle City Light’s right of way — not L or M. The fact that SCL can simply say “no” (and we still 
have no solid proof they did say so officially, or whether PSE tried all that hard) because it wants to 
save its unused portion of its easements “for future use” should not be acceptable. It may take 
concerted effort with state legislators to turn this whole energy mess around. !
 Larry has proposed some “uniting issues” for everyone affected by this PSE project to rally 
around, but it may be premature to put those forward now. Those issues as drafted by Larry are 
included separately below for your information. As I say, we need to know more. It is good to promote 
the idea of unity and solicit as many thoughts on that as possible. That said, though, I think it would be 



unrealistic to think people will also not be motivated to advocate for L or M depending on where they 
live. I think there are really excellent reasons why neither alternative is suitable, but apparently PSE 
can nonetheless move forward on a “least worst” basis! Probably the best course for all of us now is to 
agree to disagree where there are not common issues, but to put as much energy as possible into a 
united front where we do agree. !
 Let’s revisit this subject after we learn more. Supposedly PSE will have “some EIS 
information” on its web site “in the spring,” along with a feasibility study for underground lines shortly 
thereafter, and after those things are done we will have some better specifics to work with. !
   
 Thanks again for your outreach. If you would like to come and chat with us informally, we 
would welcome that. !
Best regards, !
Dave !!!
Some suggested “uniting issues” put forward by Larry Johnson: !
1. Demand 21st-century under-grounding of 19th-century technology inherent in overhead power lines  !
Challenge PSE’s refusal to place these lines underground where they pass through residential areas, or 
where above-ground lines pose unreasonable environmental and aesthetic impacts. !
   a. The tariff PSE relies on, (section(34)(b)(ii)), cannot be used to justify any attempt to 
preempt local cities’ regulations regarding safety and mitigation of unreasonable environmental 
impacts. (In fairness, maybe Andy Wappler doesn’t fully understand the limits on this tariff — any 
more than I currently do — but that is why attorney Drummond will be delving into this further next 
week and getting back to me). !
          b. The PSE’s portion of the grid, like our state highways, is a benefit to all in Western 
Washington and should not be paid, in whole or any artificially segregated yet necessary part, by only a 
narrowly defined group of “specially benefitted” persons. The legislature has added or will add to the 
cost of license tags so that two new ferries can be built. Many of us will be paying for something only a 
relative minority of our citizens use — and few if any people seem to have a problem with that. !
          c. Require an analysis of the benefits side of placing lines underground. This aspect has never 
been adequately done (see NPR story) — i.e. accounting for the savings over time from not having to 
repair or replace downed lines in storms, or the savings in revenues to businesses and other entities by 
not being shut down from blackouts. Also, like any big project, the costs can be amortized over long 
periods of time and funded by such traditional means as bonds or loans. In 1972 Seattle was able to 
lend to affected persons in a Local Improvement District the cost of putting residential lines 



underground by itself borrowing the money from a Seattle employees’ retirement fund that was paid 
back in affordable installments. A better solution was undertaken by the City of Anaheim. It decided in 
the 1990s to put all electrical lines of whatever size and voltage underground, and it did that by adding 
4 cents a month to the utility bills of everyone in the city. Everyone in Anaheim benefitted by the 
improved quality of life, the additional safety and reduced costs of not having to repair lines downed in 
storms, and it made this city more attractive to tourists. !
    d. PSE has been selective and contradictory on costs. On the one hand, they say if something 
needed for a project is expensive, that alone does not matter since PSE is non-profit and will pass the 
cost on to consumers. But when it comes to under-grounding, at least one of their objections is that the 
cost is too prohibitive. So are ferries. PSE should not have the dictatorial power to decide what is or is 
not necessary for a project without meaningful public input and, if necessary, due-process review by 
administrative or judicial hearing(s). !
2. Challenge the assumptions on the perceived need, scope and timing of this project !
    a. Reduce the scope and service length of the project by demanding more conservation and 
alternative local power generation options as part of the project (and per Initiative 937), including green 
energy and distributed cogeneration (as several countries like Germany and the Netherlands are 
successfully doing). We can take more time to do this project right and fairly allocate its costs if we 
push out the “needs” date beyond 2017. We don’t need to be stuck with dinosaur power lines in 2030 
when they could very well be obsolete by then. !
    b. Also, PSE’s “need” is always sold as meeting “peak needs” — in fact, how frequent and 
severe are the “worst case” scenarios compared to the more usual, lesser loads where PSE gets to sell 
surplus energy out of state (and to Canada?). Why not instead come up with ways to charge more for 
peak times, or offer greater incentives for off-peak uses, or require some other socially acceptable ways 
to take certain uses off the grid in peak times? Maybe Microsoft or Google should have to have their 
own generated power to kick in at peak times so they can go off the grid. And yes, maybe an occasional 
brownout would not be all that bad, reminding us that energy isn’t infinite or forever cheap. Let’s 
require some more thinking outside the box. The utilities’ mantras on “reliability” and “making energy 
always available” mask waste and profligacy, and unreasonably skew scope and design to a maximum 
waste profile. It’s as if we need to design air bags for the fastest a car can go, rather than for an average 
optimum speed. Maybe air conditioners and furnaces need to be equipped with governors that limit 
ranges of temperatures; maybe washing machines should be designed to operate only at non-peak 
times. As the Mexican drug lords like to remind us, they would not exist if there were no demand for 
what they sell in the U.S. Maybe we are looking at the totally wrong end of the energy equations. !
3. Make the major beneficiaries pay their fair share !
We are told by PSE that future power demands from Eastside growth necessitate this project and its 
tunnel-vision “solutions.” What drives this growth are future expansion plans of mega-corporations like 
Microsoft, Google, Paccar, Boeing, Costco, etc., and for all the housing and malls the added number of 
jobs that will come with these expansions for employees they will attract. When big developers are 
given permits to build their developments, they are usually required by zoning and land-use laws to 



“dedicate” parts of the land they want to develop for public uses that are needed due to the 
development, such as streets, lights, parks. The large companies that are pushing this energy expansion 
onto us (and those whom they will employ in the future thanks to that expansion) should likewise be 
required to produce on their sites their own energy as distributed cogeneration (e.g. gas-powered 
generators, where getting the gas to them is less obtrusive and cheaper than power lines, and where 
enough surplus must be generated to share on its own “off-grid” grid). These enterprises alone do not 
create the totality of peak demands, but they certainly contribute far more than the average family does, 
or even large aggregates of families. The more we remove heavy use off the grid the more we can 
postpone and reconsider this project beyond its artificially self-imposed 2017 deadline. !
4. National security requires a broader view on energy needs; the grid should be supplemented as much 
as possible to reduce the horrific vulnerability of the U.S. electrical power distribution system. !
FERC, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, informs us that it would take as few as 9 
substations being taken out of service among 55,000 such substations in America to cause a nationwide 
blackout that could last as long as 18 months. Even if it is a minor step in the right direction if the PSE 
project incorporates some power generation other than solely relying on a system that makes exclusive 
use of high-power overhead tension lines, why not move in that direction now instead of adding to the 
problem and the potentially disastrous consequences? !
5. Don’t let PSE define and limit the conversation !
PSE is required by law to do public outreach and encourage feedback. But they have a vested, 
institutional interest in getting this project approved the way they want it, and it would be naive to think 
PSE employees would not jeopardize their jobs if they failed to be “team players” by agreeing to valid 
criticisms raised by concerned citizens. Evasive answers to pointed questions occur all too often in 
these PSE meetings orchestrated and controlled by PSE. We need to evaluate all the facts, 
independently and honestly on our own. A major way that can be done is if you ask what you can do to 
help. There is too much to do and too much to know to assume a small band of your neighbors can do it 
all. Meet, organize and act! !
A good place to start is to set up a web site and blog where we can all “meet” 24/7 from everywhere 
and anywhere and share ideas and resources. Anyone up to taking that on? 


